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Rural broadband in Herefordshire and Worcestershire 

Reliable internet access has long been a problem for anyone living in a rural area. 
The complications involved in connecting rural communities to the larger broadband 
infrastructure have often been disheartening – and many mainstream broadband 
providers have traditionally avoided rural areas in favour of more urban locations. 
But thanks to small, dedicated campaigns and the government’s Broadband Delivery 
UK (BDUK) initiatives, many rural communities are starting to find they at last have 
access to a decent broadband connection. 

Once you’re able to get broadband, the next step is to choose a provider and plan. If 
you’ve not done this before, it can be quite daunting, but it doesn’t have to be. Here 
is everything you need to know about signing up for broadband in rural 
Herefordshire and Worcestershire.  

Broadband coverage across Herefordshire and Worcestershire 

Broadband isn’t available everywhere, as many rural residents will know. Although 
some rural areas of Herefordshire and Worcestershire are now connected, others 
aren’t, and may not be for a while. Local BDUK projects are still undergoing rollout, 
with both Fastershire and Superfast Worcestershire aiming to bring internet 
connectivity to residents within the next few years. 

Choosing a broadband service 

Whether you’re looking for a home broadband or business broadband package, 
many of the important factors will remain the same. Price, for instance, will always 
be an issue, as will line rental. Before deciding on a broadband service, it’s best to 
consider these three factors. 

Download speeds 

Broadband packages are largely separated in terms of download speed. It affects 
price and availability, with the fastest packages relying on fibre optic technology. 
Whenever you stream a film online, listen to music, watch a video, or browse a 
website, the speed at which these activities occur is controlled by your download 
speed. With a faster download speed, these activities will perform more reliably. 
You’ll also be able to have more devices connected, all downloading at the same 
time – a great benefit for businesses and large households. 

 

Usage limits 



Usage limits vary across broadband packages. Broadly speaking, they refer to the 
amount of data you can download or upload within a given month. Restrictions 
range from 2GB a month to unlimited, with monthly prices often rising and falling to 
match.  

Unlimited usage limits are nearly always preferable to restricted usage limits. They 
let you download as much as you like, and are free from the penalties that are often 
in place on restricted packages. Some of these penalties can include extra charges 
for excess use, or enforced slowdown on the speed of your service.  

Contract lengths 

All broadband packages are subject to contracts. Like usage limits, these vary, with 
the shortest lasting for just 30 days and the longest stretching to two years. Shorter 
contracts are usually more expensive than longer contracts, but offer flexibility in 
return. It’s worth carefully considering your circumstances to decide which type of 
contract is right.  

10 tips for choosing home broadband 

Finding a home broadband package can be difficult. Here are ten tips for choosing a 
package.  

1. Check availability before looking at packages 
2. Rural areas with broadband supplied by a BDUK initiative are unlikely to be 

covered by the Virgin Media network 
3. Large households need faster download speeds (38Mbps is often sufficient) 
4. Small households can get away with low speeds (16Mbps or thereabouts) 
5. Broadband contracts are often subject to credit checks 
6. Short contracts are great for flexibility, but are often more expensive 
7. If you cancel within contract, you may have to pay cancellation fees 
8. Use a comparison service to find the cheapest deals 
9. Choose an unlimited usage limit if possible to avoid potential penalty charges 
10. Be sure to factor in line rental fees when calculating monthly payments 

5 factors to consider for business broadband  

There are certain differences between home and business broadband services. When 
looking for a package, some of the important points to look out for will be slightly 
different. Here are five important factors. 

1. Leased lines can provide medium and large businesses with a more reliable 
connection 

2. Static IP addresses are necessary for running servers and setting up Virtual 
Private Networks 

3. Businesses with several employees will benefit from high download speeds 
4. Prices are generally higher than for home broadband  
5. Technical support is essential and the level on offer varies from provider to 

provider 

Alternative options for broadband in Herefordshire and 
Worcestershire  

Some rural areas may not receive cabled broadband for a while. If this is the case, it 
may be worth considering alternative options. One of the most common solutions for 
rural broadband is satellite broadband. With satellite broadband you either rent or 
buy a satellite dish that connects to your property and supplies internet access via a 



satellite signal. Although this is a reliable solution, it can be extremely expensive, and 
the speeds are far slower than those you would get from a cable connection.  

Other alternatives include wireless broadband, such as that delivered by Airband to 
the Herefordshire and Worcestershire area, and 3G or 4G connectivity from a mobile 
broadband provider.  
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